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Floors made for living

Fully waterproof with unrivalled realism sets UltraCore apart from other floors.
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If you’re looking for a stunning wood style floor that combines durable quality
with chic finesse, then UltraCore is the right choice.
UltraCore is our luxury WPC click-fit flooring collection, which is a floating floor
that provides a superb alternative to laminate or hardwood solutions. It combines
stunning natural designs with fast fitting technology and all the durable qualities
associated with Brampton Chase luxury floors, creating a beautiful flooring built
to withstand the day-to-day demands of modern lifestyles.
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UltraCore

UltraCore features our Brampton
Superior Emboss surface that brings
lifelike knots and grain to each
super-sized plank. This state-of-the-art
technique perfectly matches the surface
texture with the wood design for
astounding authenticity.
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UltraCore is 100% waterproof
with a watertight click-fit
mechanism and is perfect for
bathrooms, kitchens and all
entertaining areas.
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UltraCore
1.8 metres

Make an
impact

At a staggering 1.8 metre long and over 22 centimetres wide, UltraCore
offers unprecedented impact and is perfect for large open spaces,
covering any area quickly and easily. Our unwavering commitment to
premium construction, aligned with a market leading 8mm thick plank
creates a truly wonderful flooring that has real substance and solidity.
Combined with our Brampton superior emboss and subtle matt finish,
sets UltraCore apart as a flooring of unmatched quality.
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Our super-sized planks are available in a wonderful range of colours, with each design featuring
natural tone and colour variation for added realism. There is a perfect UltraCore design for every
room, home and work-space.
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UltraCore

Make your statement
From urban to rural, UltraCore simply fits with your lifestyle.

Browse the collection
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Alaskan Lodge
A clean, dynamic style to suit a multitude of spaces.
Our Alaskan Lodge finish is inspired by light grey painted wood and
offers cool, varied tones for a crisp interior setting. Open spaces will
be lifted through the uncluttered styling, whilst our superior surface
texture brings every plank to life with a truly natural look.

Alaskan Lodge
Order your free sample

Set this design against core accent colours for added bite,
or align with a neutral theme for a softer edge.
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Colorado
Bringing the timber touch to urban chic.
Our Colorado finish unites the aesthetic of stylish stained
wood with the demands of contemporary living. Deep greys
punctuated by dark knots and flowing grain bring a stylish
and luxurious finish to any living space.

Colorado
Order your free sample

Textured to perfection with natural character bristling
through the modern grey washed surface.
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Log Cabin
Laid back living with traditional charm.
Our Log Cabin finish adds a tranquil natural setting that brings
the feel-good factor to any room. Warm and welcoming tones
are enriched by the cascading grain and stunning surface texture.

Log Cabin
Order your free sample

From bustling with books to minimalist, you can build your space
confidently around this stylish base.
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Traditional Oak
A natural touch in a clean, contemporary plank.
Our Traditional Oak finish adds authentic shades, colour and
natural balanced tones for a comforting, homely atmosphere.
Delicate characteristic grain flows through the planks,
punctuated by evenly spaced knots.

Traditional Oak
Order your free sample

Achieve effortless charm and make any space feel cosy with
Traditional Oak.
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Natural Oak
The light, delicate touch of nature.
Our Natural Oak finish adds the understated beauty of real wood
with a light untreated style that allows all the natural qualities to
shine through. Gentle tone variation with classic grain and knots
make this a hugely versatile platform for any room.

Natural Oak
Order your free sample

Add punch with strong colours or just let the room be a haven
of neutral tones, this floor will simply work with your style.
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Ranch
Lively natural shades in an exuberant design.
Our Ranch finish brings cheerful freshness and added energy
as the backdrop to any interior design. Honey tones blending
with richer browns give the textured grain a depth and warmth
traditionally only found in real wood.

Ranch
Order your free sample

Ranch is brilliant for any space providing a relaxed ambiance
and natural touch.
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Banff
Smooth, earthy tones with luxurious depth.
Our Banff finish blends soft natural hues with an earthy richness
to offer a floor that will bring warmth to the heart of your home.
Precise surface texturing adds extraordinary definition to the
timber grain and will draw an appreciative eye across any room.

Banff
Order your free sample

Add a luxury chic base to your interior design with Banff.
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Bearwood
Bold grain with a touch of the wild.
Our Bearwood finish adds a sophisticated twist to a room,
with its contrasting mid-tones and smokey grain pattern and
scattered knots. The detailed texturing enriches the darker
wood grain effect and defines your space with daring edge.

Bearwood
Order your free sample

Be distinct with a Bearwood floor and add your individual
touch to any space.
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Alaskan Lodge
A clean, dynamic style to
suit a multitude of spaces.

Colorado
Bringing the timber touch
to urban chic.

Collection

Log Cabin
Laid back living with
traditional charm.

Traditional Oak
A natural touch in a clean,
contemporary plank.
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i

Please note: Every design in the collection features natural
tone and colour variation between planks for added realism.

Natural Oak
The light, delicate touch
of nature.

Ranch
Lively natural shades in
an exuberant design.

Banff
Smooth, earthy tones
with luxurious depth.

Bearwood
Bold grain with a touch
of the wild.

UltraCore
Close up
Brampton’s protective UV surface coating
is applied to every plank for added
protection and a subtle matt finish.

Nature in High
Definition, this superior
photographic layer
adds the natural wood
design to the plank.
Controlled colour,
consistent
and stunning.

UltraCore

UltraCore

Advanced durability with a clear PU wear
layer that protects the floor’s design and
adds the realistic, textured grain effect.

Built-in perforated underlay provides a sound
dampening, cushion finish that is ideal for use
over underfloor heating systems.

The ‘Core’ is
produced from virgin
PVC and developed
to bring balance,
flexibility, sound
dampening and
complete stability to
every plank.

UltraCore

Floor Type

WPC

Installation

5G Click-fit

Total Thickness

8mm

Construction

2mm LVT Top Layer, 5mm Core, 1mm IXPE Underlay

Wear Layer

0.5mm

Bevel

No

Plank Size

228 x 1800mm / 9” x 71”

Pack Coverage

2.05m2

Planks per pack

5

Notified Body

0766

Slip Resistance

R9

Reaction to Fire

Class Bfl-s1

Use

Heavy Domestic, Heavy Commercial
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The ‘Click-fit’ 5G
system is built into
this layer, allowing
each plank to easily
click together.
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*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk
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Simply register your warranty online.
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Find your local approved
Brampton Chase retailer.
Or browse and order free
samples.
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